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answered,c from the great want of care taken of them in infancy... and
not only many die, but a great proportion of those who live are crippled
and crooked and very unhealthy*.13 The Calmel Society distributed a
certain amount of relief and sent from three to four hundred children to
Catholic schools, but it failed to deal with the filth and misery in Calmel
Buildings.21
Simond, who visited England in 1810-11, has recorded his impres-
sions of the place.
We have in our neighbourhood [he writes] one of those no-thoroughfare
lanes or courts.... This one is inhabited by a colony of Irish labourers who
fill every cellar and every garret . . . very poor, very uncleanly and very
turbulent. They give each other pitched battles, every Saturday night par-
ticularly, when heroes and heroines shew their prowess at fisticuffs and roll
together in the kennel, precisely as at Paris in the Faubourg St Marceau. We
should never have known there were such wretches as this in London if we
had not happened to reside in Orchard Street, Portman Square, which by the
way, is one of the finest parts of the town. The uproar continued all last night
from Saturday to Sunday... and it was impossible to sleep.... A watchman
called for assistance with his rattle. One or more of his bretliren assembled
and I overheard from the window one of them say, * If I go in, I know I shall
have a shower of brickbats'. To which another answered very considerately,
*let them murder each other if they please*.
In the eighteenth century information as to the Irish is chiefly inci-
dental. They appear in accounts of trade disputes and street fights, in
the records of the Old Bailey and of the Middlesex Sessions. As elements
in the problem of vagrancy and sanitation they were hardly discussed
before the Parliamentary reports of the early nineteenth century; but
there can be little doubt that the characteristics of the London-Irish had
been much the same for a hundred years, probably for two, though
their numbers progressively increased under the stimulus of building
activities and a more liberal distribution of poor relief in London and
the pressure of population upon the land in Ireland. Irish vagrants had
been a cause of alarm in the sixteenth22 and seventeenth centuries:
* Whereas this realm hath of late been pestered with a great number of
Irish beggars, -who live here idly and dangerously, and are of Ill-
example to the natives of this kingdom,' ran a proclamation of I629*23
At this time the Irish seem already to have turned to the occupation, of

